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Telus: You Call That Tech Support?
Posted on August 21,2014 by Wayne Taylor

I just had to share my horrific Telus internet tech support story. It was so frustrating that it is interesting.
Because they have said they will be giving me a couple of months free internet, I'm not going to include
a few other stories that surrounded this one, but it's wrong for me not to share at least this one. It must
be exposed to spare others from pain. I just moved to North Delta and decided to use Telus just
because they seemed to have less presence than what seemed to be a near-monopoly of the overpriced Delta Cable. My philosophy behind the decision was that if there wasn't some reasonable
competition in the market the monopolist would win removing all options and lower pricing from me. The
installation was fine (in fact great) and the service speed was good enough for my needs. However, as
the excited amateur radio (ham radio) operator that I am, I needed to open a few ports in my modemrouter to make Qtel work. I needed to simply open a few ports that seemed to be blocked by the router.
Since I know that tech support is always busy with people who don't even know that they have ports, I
decided to fix it on my own. I did the usual steps: found my modem-router admin password and IP
address, logged in, went into the port-forwarding section. I typed in 5200 and tried to save my changes.
The router sent back a message "Wait a second while your settings are being saved. You will come
back to this page again (something like that). When I came back to the page, *no changes were
saved*. Thankfully, I kind of somewhat know a little bit about how computers work. I envisioned that
these changes were not being written to the router's internal memory/hard drive. I don't know how a
router works, per se, but it must have it's own light weight operating system built in and memory to save
changes to so that it can perform the jobs it needs to. My settings are not being saved, therefore I
reasoned there must be a problem with either the permissions of my user name or the router itself. So, I
called Telus tech support to let them know and get the permissions fixed assuming all they had to do
was remotely log into the router and boost up my permission power. And here is a rough summary of
the dialogue with my buddy Telus and I (W): -------------------- W: Hello. There is either a permission
problem with my router admin user, or there is a problem with my router. TELUS: Oh, explain W:
(explains) TELUS: Oh, did you say 'ports'? We are not trained at this level of tech support to deal with
port setting changes. In order to deal with that, you will need to move to our premium tech support
division. If you go there and the problem turns out not to be the router problem, then it will cost you $40
[I can't remember the number, exactly but it was nasty]. If the problem is our router, like you say, there
will be no charge. W: Hold on. Stop for a second. Did you just say that opening a port is 'advanced' for
your first level tech support? TELUS: Yes. We are not trained to do this. W: Tell me you are joking. Tell
me this is a bad joke. Tell me I will wake up and you will say 'Ha, ha, gotcha' - because my 75 year old
mother knows how to open a port in her router... TELUS: I'm sorry, sir, but to deal with ports you need to
go to our paid tech support. W: Ok, send me through [Note: I was deeply stressed about this because
I'm coming through serious financial hardship so the decision was not as easy as it might have been for
someone else] TELUS: Hello, my name is ___. What can I do for you. W: There is a problem with
(explained again) TELUS: Ok, try this. Now try that. Ok, now try this. W: Dude. No offence but this is
not rocket science and I've done all these steps already and I've now wasted nearly 45 minutes on hold
and qualifying to speak to you... TELUS: Yes, sir. Sorry about that. Now try this, and this, and this. W:
There. See? I've done all this stuff. Exactly what you told me to do already. Are we done? What's your

solution? TELUS: You need a new router. You're right. There is a problem with the router. W: *laughs
psychotically* ------------------- So, if you are deciding to move to Telus, or start with Telus, you had better
be freakin' amazing at router stuff and networking or you are going to be funding their new revenue
stream in a big way. I had used Shaw for years and ACN for a few years and never had I experienced
such a blatant display of cash-grabbing from a cornered customer as that experience. If they didn't
quickly give me two months free like they did, I would have also blogged my experience that I had one of
their corporate stores when I picked up the router!
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